What kind of Dr do you want to be?: A cross-sectional study measuring personality and sex effects of medical students☆
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A B S T R A C T

Turkish medical students (N = 376; 145 men, 231 women) aged 18–25 (M = 20.36, SD = 2.02) reported on their personality and post-graduation specialty preferences. We found (1) sex differences in interests in psychiatry in favor of women (suppressed by Machiavellianism and competitiveness) and surgery in favor of men (mediated by psychopathy and competitiveness), (2) interests in basic/diagnostic medicine were associated with higher rates of narcissism and competitiveness in women, (3) interests in surgery were associated with higher rates of psychopathy (mediated by masculinity and competitiveness), and (4) interests in psychiatry were associated with less competitiveness. In women, psychopathy was correlated with interests in surgery more than basic/diagnostic medicine whereas competitiveness was more strongly correlated with interests in basic/diagnostic medicine than psychiatry. In men, competitiveness was more correlated with interests in psychiatry than surgery. Lastly, the relationship between interests in basic/diagnostic medicine and competitiveness was more strongly correlated in women than in men. Results are discussed in relation to sociocultural and evolutionary models of vocational interests.

1. Introduction

The reasons people make choices is determined by their personality and context; this includes their choices in professions. To date, research on medical specialty selection has (1) been limited to actual physicians (Bucknall et al., 2015), (2) focused on socially desirable personality traits (Milić et al., 2020), and (3) was quite Western in nature (Grasreiner et al., 2018). In this study, we provide a broad account of individual differences in vocational interests in medicine among Turkish medical students.

Like all other choices, the appeal of medical preferences may come down to what perceived utility each serves in people’s lives. The motivational goals for being a medical doctor may center around communion (i.e., helping others) and agency (i.e., earning status) and each of these may be differentially appealing to different people as a function of their personality and their sex. People characterized, either directly or indirectly, by seeking status may pursue medicine to satisfy these desires. For instance, those characterized by narcissism (e.g., sense of entitlement, grandiosity; Morf & Rhodewalt, 2001), Machiavellianism (e.g., pragmatism, dupliciousness; Jones & Paulhus, 2009), and psychopathy (e.g., callousness, antisociality; Hare et al., 2012), and those who enjoy competition (Buser et al., 2014) may be especially prone to seek status, compete with others (Vedel & Thomsen, 2017), and have less empathy compared to non-surgical areas (Walocha et al., 2013) which may inform their vocational interests (Jonason et al., 2014). Unsurprisingly, these traits are common in surgeons (Bucknall et al., 2015) where little direct interaction with patients is required and being a surgeon is considered particularly prestigious (Murphy, 2018); limited empathy and heightened interest in status are agentic characteristics. In contrast, where direct interaction with patients and empathy are job requirements like in psychiatry, these traits are likely not only costs, but may also dissuade people characterized by these traits to choose a profession like psychiatry. As such, more empathy should enable choices in psychiatry as a specialty reliant on emotional intelligence and interpersonal interactions (Chen et al., 2012). Therefore, we predict the Dark Triad traits and competitiveness should be associated with greater interests in surgery, whereas more empathy should be associated with greater interests in psychiatry.
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Beyond personality traits, there are sex/gender effects on medical preferences. For instance, surgery is often preferred by men whereas women tend to prefer psychiatry (Öğrenci Seçme ve Yerleştirme Merkezi, 2020; but see Milić et al., 2020). More generally, girls/women choose more “people-oriented” jobs (i.e., communal) and boys/men are more interested in jobs that require dealing with “things” (Luoto, 2020). Some researchers contend these sex differences are a function of learned social roles of what are considered appropriate jobs for men and women (Wood & Eagly, 2012) whereas other researchers contend these sex differences are manifestations of different evolved biases that enabled the reproductive fitness of our female (i.e., being more group-oriented provides protection for women) and male (i.e., acquiring status earned men greater access to mating opportunities) ancestors (Puts, 2010). Whichever perspective is correct, we think replication and extension of these sex differences and gender role effects may be revealing here.

To better understand these sex/gender effects we consider the idea of (1) sex-typical and (2) sex-atypical job preferences. First, we expect that greater masculinity should be linked to preferences for surgery, whereas greater femininity should be linked preferences to psychiatry. In reference to the second point, understanding how gender non-conforming people make their specialty choices may further elucidate sex/gender effects in preferences. For example, women who chose male-typical occupations are more assertive and tough-minded compared to women in female-typical jobs (Lemkau, 1983) and men who prefer female-typical jobs are more emotionally sensitive compared to other men preferring male-typical occupations (Lemkau, 1984). There are two ways to test these issues. First, examining whether the correlations between the personality traits and preferences differed in the sexes (i.e., moderation). For instance, if sex-typical traits, like psychopathy, are more strongly correlated with sex-typical professions, like surgery, in men than in women, we will have shown that when “properly matched”, traits predict preferences in sex-differentiated ways. Second, we test whether sex differences are a function of the personality traits. For instance, if the removal of variance of a sex-atypical trait like empathy in men makes the sex difference grow, we have shown that the sex differences are larger when considering more sex-typical people (i.e., suppression). Alternatively, men and those high in psychopathy may think of their patients as “things” more than women and those low in psychopathy, translating into a reduction of sex differences in interest for surgery by psychopathy (i.e., mediation).

Last, because surgical and psychiatric specialties may require considerably different characteristics, they might be considered as the two extreme ends of a specialty preference spectrum. Hence, we include more “neutral” specialties (i.e., basic/diagnostic medicine) requiring both patient-physician contact like psychiatry as well as some surgical practices when the occasion arises (i.e., removal of melanoma). By this, we can examine personality and sex differences in specialty preferences in a broader context.

In the current study, we examine the vocational interests (i.e., basic/diagnostic medicine, surgery, psychiatry) of medical students through the lens of personality psychology in broad (i.e., the Dark Triad traits) and narrow (e.g., competitiveness) manifestations overall and in men and women. We explore the possibilities that (1) these correlations are different in men and women, (2) sex differences in preferences may be a function of personality traits, and (3) narrowband traits may serve as the mechanisms that link broadband traits to medical specialties. Importantly, we do this in a Turkish, as opposed to a Western sample, thereby adding sampling heterogeneity to the areas of vocational interests and medical specialization preferences to see whether previous findings were Western-specific.

2. Method

2.1. Participants and procedure

Our sample size was based on the average effect size ($r = 0.20$) in personality psychology (Gignac & Szodorai, 2016) and guidelines ($N \approx 250$) set for reducing estimation error in personality psychology (Schonbrodt & Perugini, 2013). Through snowball sampling (i.e., e-mail, social media), 376 Turkish students from medical schools (145 men, 231 women) completed (416 started) an online survey ($\approx 10$ min). Participants were informed of the nature of the study, provided tick-box consent, where asked whether they were medical students in Turkey (if they said “no” they were ejected from the study), participants completed a series of self-report measures and a demographics questionnaire, and were debriefed and thanked upon completion. This study was approved by the ethics committee at Istanbul University Cerrahpaşa, Faculty of Medicine (E-8304SB09-604.01.02-155396).

2.2. Measures

The Dark Triad traits were measured with the Turkish translation (Özsoy et al., 2017) of the Dark Triad Dirty Dozen scale (Jonason & Webster, 2010). The scale is composed of four items measuring Machiavellianism (e.g., “I tend to exploit others towards my own end.”), four measuring psychopathy (e.g., “I tend to not be too concerned with morality or the morality of my actions.”), and four measuring narcissism (e.g., “I tend to feel that I am better than others.”). Participants were asked how much they agreed (1 = Strongly Disagree; 5 = Strongly Agree) with the statements, and their scores were averaged to create indexes of each.

Competitiveness was measured with the Turkish translation (Günay & Çelik, 2020) of the Revised Competitiveness Index (Houston et al., 2002). The translated and adapted version of the scale is made up of 11 items. We used only the enjoyment of competition subscale that has eight items (e.g., “I enjoy competing against an opponent.”). Participants were asked how much they agreed (1 = Strongly Disagree; 5 = Strongly Agree) with the statements, and their scores were averaged to create indexes of each.

Empathy was measured with the Turkish translation (Gönlüllü & Öztuna, 2012) of the Jefferson Scale of Physician Empathy Student Version (Hojat et al., 2002). The scale is composed of 20 items measuring perspective taking (e.g., “I believe that empathy is an important therapeutic factor in medical treatment.”), compassionate care (e.g., “I believe that emotion has no place in the treatment of medical illness.”), and standing in patients’ shoes (e.g., “Because people are different, it is difficult to see things from patients’ perspectives.”). Participants were asked how much they agreed (1 = Strongly Disagree; 7 = Strongly Agree) with the statements, and their scores were averaged to create indexes for each.

Gender Role Identity was measured with an ad hoc, single question. Inspired by the Kinsey Scale for sexual orientation (Kinsey et al., 2003), participants were asked to report how masculine or feminine they were on a single continuum (1 = Very Masculine; 3 = Androgynous; 5 = Very Feminine). Participants’ responses were used to determine their gender role identity, but the measure was treated as continuous.

To measure medical specialty preferences, participants were asked how much they would prefer 20 specialties as a career in the future (1 = Not Preferable; 5 = Very Preferable). The specialties were selected from the most preferred fields according to the Medical Proficiency Exam results in 2020 in Turkey (Öğrenci Seçme ve Yerleştirme Merkezi, 2020) and were manually categorized in accordance with prior work (Grasreiner et al., 2018) as basic/diagnostic medicine (i.e., dermatology, radiology, physiotherapy, ophthalmology, otolaryngology, clinical microbiology and infectious diseases, cardiology, neurology, chest diseases, internal medicine, and anaesthesiology and reanimation), surgery (i.e., general surgery, plastic surgery, neurosurgery, cardiovascular surgery, urology, orthopaedic and trauma surgery, and obstetrics and gynaecology), and psychiatry (i.e., psychiatry, child psychiatry).
3. Results

In a 2 (sex) × 3 (specialty) mixed model ANOVA (see Fig. 1 and Table 1), we found a main effect of medical specialties on preference ($F[2, 748] = 22.46, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = 0.06$), suggesting that in basic/diagnostic medicine and psychiatry were preferred more than surgery ($p < .01$). Although sex did not have a main effect on preference ($F = 0.47$), an interaction ($F[2, 748] = 17.93, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = 0.05$) suggested that psychiatry was preferred more by women and surgery was more preferred by men. In addition, women preferred psychiatry more ($p < .01$) than basic/diagnostic medicine and surgery, and preferred basic/diagnostic medicine more ($p < .01$) than surgery. In contrast, men preferred basic/diagnostic medicine more than surgery ($p < .01$) and psychiatry ($p < .05$).

Correlations are reported in Table 1, but we focused here solely on correlations between traits and medical specialty preferences. Preferences for surgery were positively correlated with psychopathy, the enjoyment of competition, and masculinity whereas interests in psychiatry were associated with less enjoyment of competition and higher levels of femininity. Preferences for basic/diagnostic medicine were positively correlated with the enjoyment of competition only in women ($r = 0.14, p < .05$), preferences for surgery positively correlated with psychopathy only in women ($r = 0.14, p < .05$), and preferences for psychiatry was negatively correlated with the enjoyment of competition only in men ($r = -0.20, p < .05$). In women, psychopathy was correlated more ($p < .05$) with surgery ($r = -0.15, p < .05$) more than basic/diagnostic medicine ($r = -0.03, p > .05$) whereas the enjoyment of competition was more ($p < .01$) strongly correlated with interests in basic/diagnostic medicine ($r = 0.14, p < .05$) than psychiatry ($r = 0.07, p > .05$). And in men, the enjoyment of competition was more correlated ($p < .01$) with interests in psychiatry ($r = -0.20, p < .05$) more than surgery ($r = 0.02, p > .05$).

Next, we tested whether sex (men = 1, women = 2; Step 1) differences in preferences for surgery ($\Delta R^2 = 0.04, F[1, 374] = 13.41, p < .01$; $\beta = -0.29, p < .01$) and psychiatry ($\Delta R^2 = 0.03, F[1, 374] = 12.97, p < .01$; $\beta = 0.48, p < .01$) were mediated by gender role identity, empathy, and the Dark Triad traits using a series of independent (per mediator) hierarchical multiple regressions. Psychopathy ($\Delta R^2 = 0.05, F[1, 374] = 9.73, p < .01$) and the enjoyment of competition ($\Delta R^2 = 0.05, F[1, 374] = 9.61, p < .01$) partially mediated (i.e., $\beta$ shrunk but remained significant) sex differences in preferences for surgery ($\beta_s = -0.24 & -0.26, p < .01$), suggesting men may be more interested in surgery than women because they are more psychopathic and competitive. In the case of psychiatry, we found Machiavelliamanism ($\Delta R^2 = 0.05, F[1, 374] = 8.79, p < .01$) suppressed (i.e., $\beta$ grew) sex differences in preferences for psychiatry ($\beta_s = 0.48 & 0.51, p < .01$), suggesting that when we remove gender-atypical women who scored higher in Machiavelliamism, women’s preference for psychiatry was more pronounced. On the other hand, the enjoyment of competition ($\Delta R^2 = 0.05, F[1, 374] = 9.10, p < .01$) mediated (i.e., $\beta$ shrunk) sex differences in preferences for psychiatry ($\beta_s = 0.48 & 0.41, p < .01$) suggesting that when we remove gender-atypical men who scored lower in the enjoyment of competition, men’s preferences for psychiatry was less pronounced.

Last, to understand the potential mechanisms linking the Dark Triad traits (as distal personality traits) to medical preferences, we treated the narrowband traits of gender role identity, enjoyment of competition, and empathy as mediators. The link between psychopathy and preferences for surgery ($\Delta R^2 = 0.03, F[1, 374] = 10.67, p < .01$; $\beta = 0.15, p < .01$) was partially mediated by gender role identity ($\Delta R^2 = 0.05, F[1, 374] = 10.21, p < .01$) and the enjoyment of competition ($\Delta R^2 = 0.04, F[1, 374] = 8.30, p < .01$). A consideration that more psychopathic students preferred surgery because they were masculine ($\beta = 0.11, p < .02$) and competitive ($\beta = 0.13, p < .01$). In the case of the sex difference in preference for surgery, we found suppression ($\Delta R^2 = 0.02, F[1, 228] = 3.64, p < .05$) in women such that the link between psychopathy and preferences for surgery ($\beta = 0.14, p < .05$) became larger ($\beta = 0.16, p < .05$) through the removal of sex-atypical women who scored higher on psychopathy.

4. Discussion

In cross-sectional data from Turkish medical students, we attempted to understand how personality traits (i.e., gender role identity, competitiveness, empathy, the Dark Triad traits) might influence decisions to pursue a career in basic/diagnostic medicine, surgery, and psychiatry. As expected, we found interests in surgery were associated with male-typical traits like psychopathy and competitiveness while interests in psychiatry were correlated with male-atypical traits like low competitiveness and empathy. Importantly, we found sex differences and gender role effects for choices of surgery and psychiatry but not basic/diagnostic medicine; preferences for surgery were correlated with masculinity, and preferences for psychiatry were linked to femininity. The prestigious and competitive nature of surgery (Thomas, 1997) might be more compatible with men’s evolved (Puts, 2010) and learned (Wood & Eagly, 2012) natures of being status-driven, thing-oriented (Luoto, 2020), and competitive while women (i.e., nurturing, communal, agreeable) are more prone to choose psychiatry as a specialty because it is associated with empathy and fewer work demands (Srinivasan, 2005).

We also found gender-atypical women with more psychopathic and competitive tendencies were more likely to choose surgery compared to psychiatry. In fact, although it was mostly men with higher levels of psychopathy, competitiveness, and masculinity who choose surgery, psychopathy was especially predictive for women to choose surgery. Additionally, preferences for basic/diagnostic medicine—the gender-neutral specialty—was correlated with narcissism and the enjoyment of competition in women. Like with psychopathy, enjoying competition was more relevant for women for choosing basic/diagnostic medicine compared to men. Even in preferences for psychiatry—the female-typical specialty—sex differences were suppressed by Machiavellianism (i.e., the presence of a male-typical trait) and less enjoyment of competition (i.e., the absence of a male-typical trait), showing the levels of male-typical traits in students are important for medical specialty selection. Despite the increasing number of women specializing in medicine, men and women are unequally distributed across specialties. However, even in the specialties where most of the female doctors practice, male doctors still make up 34 % of the medical workforce whereas female doctors make up only 1 % of the majority of specialization fields more common for men (Kuzuca & Arda, 2010). This might indicate that medicine is still a male-typical field in general (Basiricci et al., 2019) or that men are simply more drawn to it given the rather high demands in terms of time and sacrifice relative to the potential benefits (e.g., traditional stereotypes produce covert biases that impede women’s professional growth, lead to household labor disputes, which may discourage many women from pursuing a career with higher professional growth, lead to household labor disputes, which may discourage many women from pursuing a career with higher...
demands; Durante & Rittweger, 2021). Therefore, sex-typical women in medicine might experience several obstacles. For instance, the lack of fit model (Heilman & Caleo, 2018) suggests women might be judged because of a mismatch between stereotypically feminine characteristics and roles, and the characteristics necessary for success in male-typed fields, which may lead to discrimination in the workplace and an increase in the amount of competition for women. According to the red queen hypothesis (Van Valen, 1977), in the case of competition where there are unequal conditions, the disadvantaged group (i.e., women in male-typical medical specialties) may develop some characteristics (i.e., queen hypothesis (Van Valen, 1977), in the case of competition where they have less than three variables. Gender role identity was measured with a single item (–) and this no index of internal consistency can be provided. 

Note. Cohen’s $d$ was calculated online (https://www.socscistatistcs.com/effectsize/default3.aspx). For psychiatry and standing in the patients’ shoes, Pearson’s $r$ was calculated instead of Cronbach’s $\alpha$ because they have less than three variables. Gender role identity was measured with a single item (–) and this no index of internal consistency can be provided. 

TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Basic medicine</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
<td>0.20*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>–0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.15**</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Surgery</td>
<td>–0.02</td>
<td>0.17**</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.54**</td>
<td>–0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>–0.05</td>
<td>0.33**</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Psychiatry</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>–0.21**</td>
<td>–0.25**</td>
<td>–0.03</td>
<td>–0.09</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td>–0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Machiavellianism</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td>–0.13*</td>
<td>–0.14**</td>
<td>–0.03</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
<td>0.05**</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Psychopathy</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Narcissism</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td>–0.11*</td>
<td>–0.28**</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>–0.19**</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Enjoyment of competition</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Standing in patients’ shoes</td>
<td>–0.06</td>
<td>–0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>–0.04</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
<td>–0.07</td>
<td>–0.05</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>–0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Compassionate care</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>–0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>–0.21**</td>
<td>–0.25**</td>
<td>–0.03</td>
<td>–0.09</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td>–0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Perspective taking</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td>–0.13*</td>
<td>–0.14**</td>
<td>–0.03</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
<td>0.05**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Gender role identity</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>–0.20**</td>
<td>0.17**</td>
<td>–0.11*</td>
<td>–0.28**</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>–0.19**</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha$</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: $M$ (SD)</td>
<td>(0.60)</td>
<td>(0.77)</td>
<td>(1.27)</td>
<td>(0.98)</td>
<td>(0.84)</td>
<td>(0.89)</td>
<td>(1.01)</td>
<td>(1.30)</td>
<td>(0.77)</td>
<td>(0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men: $M$ (SD)</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: $r$</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>(0.74)</td>
<td>(1.17)</td>
<td>(1.06)</td>
<td>(0.93)</td>
<td>(0.90)</td>
<td>(1.06)</td>
<td>(1.30)</td>
<td>(0.87)</td>
<td>(0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women: $M$ (SD)</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>5.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: $r$</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>(0.77)</td>
<td>(1.30)</td>
<td>(0.92)</td>
<td>(0.73)</td>
<td>(0.88)</td>
<td>(0.94)</td>
<td>(1.29)</td>
<td>(0.69)</td>
<td>(0.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen’s $d$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>–0.39</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>–0.23</td>
<td>–0.29</td>
<td>–0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If personality traits and aspects of people’s sexual identity predict vocational interests, it seems reasonable they should also predict vocational interests within specific professions. In this study, we examined how much Turkish medical students wanted to hold jobs in basic/diagnostic medicine, surgery, and psychiatry and how these preferences were associated with broadband, “dark” traits, narrowband mechanisms like empathy and competitiveness, and gender role identity along with sex differences. We found gender-typical and atypical traits played an important role in choosing a specialty for all students. Surgical fields were preferred mostly by men, while psychiatric specialties were mostly chosen by women, which might be explained by either social role theory (Wood & Eagly, 2012), the evolutionary point of view (Puts, 2010), or a mixture of both whereby evolved biases are calibrated to local conditions by evolved learning mechanisms to allow the sexes to optimize their reproductive fitness based on their internal dispositions and contextual parameters (e.g., what leads to “status” in a particular socioculture). Indeed, surgery was also preferred by gender-atypical women who have similar traits, and these traits were more important for women to fit in a male-typical specialty. Men who preferred psychiatry were less competitive, which might show they do not necessarily feel the need to fit in because medicine is considered as a male-typical field by the society. Rather, they may choose to avoid competitive environments by preferring a specialty where membership is considered as female.